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(Alen of Samole andObject of In.y_u_t_LEL.ation 

On July 26th, 1943, Colonel U 0  N, Sowdon, for 

Military Technical Adviser, Departmant of Munitions and 

Supply, Ottawa, Ontario, submitted a cast steel muzzle 

brake for examination, 	It was stated that this  type of 

muzzle brake had been givinm trouble in service,  A met- 

examination of the casting was  requested, 

• 
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X-Ray Examination: 

The casting was  X-rayed by  the National Research 

Council *  Ottawa,  Ontario. They reported that  the casting 

was slightly porous in the central  section. Signs of 

shrinkage  also appeared to be present in this  portion of 

the casting. 

Macro-Examination: 

The  casting appeared to be sound and free  from 

surface  imperfections. The brake was  sectioned in order 

to check the porosity  observed in  the X-cay films. 

Figure 1 snows  a  crack  between the  central baffle and 

the cylindrical  portion of the  casting. 

Figure  1. 

(Approximately  i  size) 

Chemical  Ahalysis: 

Drillings  taken from  the  casting were  analyzed 

and the  following results obtained: 

Carbon, 	Yanganese, Silicon, 	Sulphur, 
2er cent _211,  cent per cent  per  cent 

0.25 	0.68 	0.45 	0.013 

	

2hosphorus,  Chromium,  Nickel, 	Molybdenum, 
uer_mnt Der  cent  ersept  __221:_sent • 

0,012 	C,84 	0.69 	0.29 
.1•Meem.....1.■•••■■■•■■•••■•■•.•■•■•■11.11■••■••••••••••••■• 	 ai..1MI 
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X100 ?  unetched, X1000, etched in 4 per 
cent picric acid. 
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• Physical ..P .m-Eties; 

Physical tests were carried out on a 0 0 282..inch-

diameter tensile test bar (2-inch gauge length) and a 

standard Izod test bar machined from the sound portion 

of the casting. The following results were obtained: 

Ultimate stress, p.s.i. 
Yield stress, p,s.i. 
Reduction  in area, par cent 
Elongation in 1  inch, 

per cent 
Brinell hardness (3,000 kg.  load) - 
Izod  impact, foot pounds 

91,300 
78,600 
20.9 

12 0 0  
179 

46, 45. 
eMeeeleIM 

Micramonamination: 

A section of the casting,  at the junction of the 

cylinder baffle and  outside cylinder, was given a metallo-

graphic polish and then examined under the nicroscope ir 

the unetched condition. The steel was fairly clean, 

Figure 2 is a photomicrograph, at X100 magnification, 

ihowing an area in the steel  containing shrinkage . cavities. 

Figure 3  shows,  at X1000 magnification, the pie -rel.-etched 

condition of  the steel.  The structure consists of drawn 

martensite. Figure 4 gives, at X100 magnification, the 

nital-etched  structure of  a decarburized area adjacent to 

the crack  shown elt  "A" in Figure 1. 

Figurc  2 0  •Figure 3. 
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(Microscopic Exannation,  contld) 

X100, etched in 2 per 
cent nital. 

Discussion  of Results: 

The steel ras found to  have a chemical composition 

similar to Wnat  of an SAE  4130  steel  and  had very satisfactory 

physical properties.  The X-ray and macro-examinations showed 

the castine  to be fairly sound except  in  the  central section 

where slight shrinkage cavities and a crack were observed. 

the  microscopic exaelination cenfirmed  the presence 

of small shrinkage cavities Shown  in the X-ray films and 

alsc revealed that the castin3  had received  a quench-anCe 

draw heat treatment, In addition,  a heavily decarburized 

area adjacent to the fracture was noted, 

Prom the location aad nature  of  the  crack it 

would appear to be  a hot tear. 

In order to overcome the trouble encountered in 

casting this muzzle brake,  th  1 following suggestiore are 

offered  fo'  consideration: 

1.  Concave  the  outside so as to avoid mess 

concentration of  metal at the section  now porous. This 

would involve pattern changes and outside coring. However, 
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(Discussion of esuits, contl) 

it is  believed 	a cheage vould 311m1Aate the hot spot 

at the  junction  of the cuter cylindrical section of the 

oastrIL7 and the central baffle. 

2. There is a possibility that the expansion 

and  contraction propertis:3 of ).1).0 core may be at fault. 

In order to establish whethsr this  Is  so, it will be 

necessary  to hava the  core properties ctockea in  a proper17 

equipped sand labors .tory; 

3 	Chili  centre r)ection. This procedure,  whith 

would bring about a more equal solidification of  the central . 

baffle, would, of  course, bc,  an  expensive remedy because of 

the  cost  of  chill handling, 

4. Gate irlto central  section of the casting 

throrgh a  blind riser. This; would require extensive changes 

In pattern. 

5. Central  gate  plus centrifugal casting.  This 

method doubtless would  produce  good sound oastin3s  br 

would require ciKmes  in pattern and would also require 

• alditional equiment. 
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